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Preface,

The work presented here is part of a three-year study, the purpose of

,which is to assess the effects of "fiscal strain" on the politics and

governance of school districts.,' During the initial phases of this study,

it became clear that 6fiScal strain" (and related P4ases like "retrench-

meet "), though often cited, was not clearly defined or measured. FOr some
A

district decision makers it was synonymoys with enrollment declines. Por

others it captured the posture-of school districts in response to tax revolts.

For still others it meant simply not being able to provide (purchase)

the kinds of programs! and seri/ices heretofore available.

While it wa$ possible to measure changes in enrollments, changes in

expenditures, shoet,term debt, apd so on, it has been exceedingly difficult

to'relate the'se measures to fiscal strain. We are gradually concluding
t

that "fiscal strain" is as much a psychological construct as it is a

financiaA index, and that attempts to measure fiscal strain in school districts

must include recognition ofexpenditure preferences at the local level. If

not, the forces which are commonly thought of As inducing fiscal strain

merely act t6 redistribute the combinations of goods and services that

are purchased 'in school districts. This paper represents an attempt to

.

""-:

(

portray fiscal, strain as a function of school district preferences and to

'define and measure those' factors contributing to fiscal strain.

4
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. FISCAL STRAIN IN AN ERA F RETRENCHMENT

BACKGROUND
4

Few issues have captured the imagination of educators more than those

surrounding "retrenchment" in school districts. Not unlike an educational

"black hOle" it has sucked into itself such diverse topics as the study

oschool
1

district policy making, the.analysis of enrollment changes on

operating costs, changes in service levels,, the impact of inflation,

reductions in course offerings, school closings, administrator behavior,

and teacher mobility. Despite the variety of subject matter, two phenomena

are implicit in each study.: (I) conditions over which district decision

makers have no direct control ,change in such a way as to reduce the

discretion of di-strict administrators; and (2) the decision alternatives

which remain are as ;e group less preferable than thAe which were removed.

r
District administrators are forced tohodse.among progressively less

pteferable alternatives.
iwt

The mechanism which forces these choices is the balancing egetjOn

of revenues and expenditures, i.e., the budget constraint. It is not

that districts are legally prohibited from engaging in once legal activities;:

rather districts are financially prohibited from engaging,In once affordable

activities. This can happen in one or moue of Only three ways: changes in

volume; changes in the prices of inputs; and changesin "tectInologjf" or
,

the manner in which inputs, are combined for service. k

These arguments are portrayed graphically in exhibits 1-3. District

decision-makers have preferences for particular mixes of resources, for

.,

schooling. The value of one type of .input (Resource X) can expreSsed in
! .

.

. -. .
.

. r ,

termsof the amounts of other inputs (Resource Y) that the decision-maker'-

J

11.
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is wiilin to give up in order to gain additional units of Resource X. The

, -

perceive value of 'these tradeoffs can be portrayed graphically as consumer

indifference curves. (Viewing the ectucational decision-maker as +a consumer of

,
inputs into the educational process seems to be more realistic than viewing

the educational decision-maker as a, producer of education for three reasons.

First, in the latter case, constaht quality must be assumed when in fast

constant quality is not assumed in education, nor does there exist a widely.

agreed upon- measure of school, quality. Second, and related'to the first,

fixed combinations of inputs for a given level of output or quality must be

assumed, when in education rates of substitution continually change, Third,

like consumers, educational decisiori-makers have infinite wants with declining

marginal utility. Their behavior is not characterized by least cost com-

binations of ineuts, given a level of output. Rather, their behaitior is

one of utility maximizing, given a budget constraint.)

Three indifference curves are portrayed in Exhibiq 1. The curves

farther from the axis represent progressively higher qUantities of resources

consumed. Educational decision-makers would prefer to have more of all

resources, but are prevented from doing 'so by a budget constraint. Not unlike in-

difference curve*, he budget constraint can be thought of in terms of the

different combinations of inputs that can be,purchased with a given sum of

money.' The budget constraint poitrayed In Exhibit 2, for example, portrays the

various combiriations of resources X and Ythat can be purchased for affixed

SUM of money,, B.

The educational decision-maker attempts to maximize perceived utility.

To clo this, the educational decision-maker will select the highest possible;

, ihdifference curve whi.ph is tangent with his budglt constraint and consume

4 5
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Exhibit 1

a

Resource Y

1

4

a

Distract Decision Maker's Indifference
'Curves

Resource Y

ti

ReseifFee X.

r

Exhibit t

District DecisiOn Maker's -Budlet

I , 4

Alesource Y

Resource X

. 4hibit 3

4

Utility MaxiMization'of the BudgetConstraint

C
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ilk
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. .

(purchase) resources Xe.and X. in.accord with the point of tangency.
,s

.mr-

Fiscal straii facing school d' tricts is described within this model

of die interlaction of'preference functions, indifference curves, and budget

constraints. *

Fiscal Strain- Through Enrollment Decline

Fiscal strain-can occur in one or more of three ways. Consider first

the widelytdocumented relationshLes between enrollment decline and 'fiscal

h.
t.

strain: Enrollment declines cause fiscal strain through four major c use-
.

'effect.;rguments: increasing fixed costs per pupil, declining staff-pupil
0

ratios', average salary bracket creep, and district wealth bracket creep.

Each 'focuses on a different manifestation of the fact that.in the smart run,

enditures and revenues in school disteicts.enrollment changes "drive both

s...

The' f irst three 'drive up co s facing the district, while the last one acts

to drive dawn 1-venues. In order to provide a common basis for discussion,

the arguments of each are summarized briefly here.

As enrollments decline, the fixed costs per pupil increase, everything

else being equal. Many costs of schooling are not totally variable. /When

.a district's.enrollment changes from 400 to 399 each of the remaining students

"carries" a little more of for example, the superintendent's Salary., Fixed

costs per pupil, and hence total costs per pupil go up when enrollhents decline.

Though widely acknowledged, few studies have attempted to derive, fixed-

variable.-cost ratios for individual districts. The detkl-fining staff;

pupil ratio argument is no more thana variation on the fixed- variable argument.

the dist5,j,ct with 400 pukils.and 1 teacher for each of 12 grades that'looses

one student in each grade,ccan not very. well let a teachaer go. The net e

effect is.a reduction in'pupil teacher ratios from 1:33.3 to 1:32.3
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As seniority rules force younger., '(less expensive), teachers out of

schools (or 'at least reduces their rate.of'entr9) the average age 'and

expense of staff increases disproportionately. This results in'the

average teacher Sal,ry creeping up the salary schedule.

At the same time the first three factori are at work driving up
424

costs, the fourth factor district wealth bracket creep) .is driving down

revenue. School districts, across the United States receive about one

half of their operating revenues from state and federal governments,
4

This aid is awarded largely on th,e basis of numbers of children per district

(counted either as enrolled in school or attending)NConsequently, with

fewer pupils the district receives less total financial assistance. In

some instances this aid' is further reduced because the district appears

to be wealthier and hence deserving of less aid. Districts with low

amounts of property wealth per pupil usually receive more aid than

,districts of,the same ize with greater property wealth per pupil because
.

state governme94attemp to equalWevenues available to "rich"rich and

1: poor" district's. As a districts enrollment declines, the amount of

property wealth available per pupil increases. The 'district which loses

L.,

enrollments appears to be richer, although it has only lostpupils, not

gaineTin total property wealth. Because it appears richer, the state

$
automatically provides- less state aid per pupil to the district thah would

have been the case had the district not lost pupils. Because most enrollment

driven aid formulates are based on average rather than marginal cost

concepts, districts which lose enrollments must resort to retrenchment even
t

,'though the cause of the retrenchment is educationally unintended by state ,

level decisione-makers.

4.
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These familiar arguments bring about fiscal strain through various

interactions of indifference curves, prices of inputs, and budget constraints.

Enrollment declines reduce, the educational decision-makers ccnsumpfion

of educational inpyts through a reduced budget constraint. Consumption is

distorte4 in this instance because the educational decision-maker can not

40,

simply move from the point of tangency of I1 and B1 to, the point of tangency

of 12 andB2 . (Exhibit 4). Because Resource X is a fixed cost while

Resource Y is a variable cost, consumptildn moves from-C1 to C3, not.to C2.

The fiscal strain in this instance results. from the educational decision-

maker being forced to consume qtentities.X1 and Y3 rather than X2 and Y2.

Fiscal Strain and Price Changes

Increases in price levels cause fiscal strain, because they result in

a net decrease i%the level of the budget constraint. As shown in Exhibit 5,

proportionate increases in the price levels of inputs X and Y reduce the quan-

tities-of these resources that can be purchased from (ombinati.ons lying along

B1 to combinations lying along B2. The resulting consu ption levels of both.

inputs are forced downward equally, shifting consumption from X,to X
2
and Y

I

to WhenWhen the increases in relative prices are not proportional (Exhibit .6),

consumption is shifted downward, but relatively greater quantities of the rel-

atively cheaper inputs (Resource Y) are consumed (Y3 instead of Y2).

o

Changes in Technology

Changes in technology can cause fiscal straimif they do not reflect

shifts in the indifference curves of local decision-makers. Consider first an

instance where district decision-makers change their indifference curves (for,

any rebson). For a given budget.constraik they decide to purchase relatively

a
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Resource Y
Fiscal Strain from EnrollMent Declines

Exhibit 5

Resource Y

Resource X

Exhibit 6

Fiscal Strain from Uniform Price Increases

Resource X

Exhibit '7

Fiscal Strain from Non Uniform Price' Income

A
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more of one input (ResourceIX in Exhibit 7) and give up thedollar equivalent

of other inputs (ResourCeft). As an example, district decision-makers may

wish'to purchase more teather aides at the expense of not pqrchasing Other
1

1

InpuIs. Fiscal strain is not present, because the level of consumption' has not

been reduce d. Rather,. he preferences of district decision- makers have changed,.
9

favoring mole of Resour X relative to Resource Y.

Relatively few cha ges in technologi, resultfrom-loca l preference shifts.

A., Many changes in technol gy'resflect respolves'to higher levels of educational

9

decisions. State laws t.hitql require districts to reduce their maximum class

sizes for special group of students in effeCt fot-ce districts to move

from their preferred co bination of resources at their budget constraint to

some other combination.' In Exhibit 8, the district is forced to move from.

C
I

to C because of anlexternally imposed change in technology. In the
2'

example requiring reduc d class sizes for special groups of pupils, the

- district is forced to b, y more of certain types of teachers (X1 to X2)

at the cost of giving u other resourcesN(Y1 to Y )
2

4

'Fiscal Strain an Financial Relief

Because fiscal Strain emanates from three major causes, discussions of

school district to relieve strain have not proceeded beyond ideosyncratic

proposal and aid m chanisms which,aid specific types of strain, e.g., declining

enrollment aid, efiergy assistance, special education funding. At least two

issues need to e addressed before a coherent policy on financial assistance

can be stated" First, what.are .the relative impacts of the different kinds

of strain d scribed here? For example,ave changes in enrollment imposed

/relative] greater fiscal-strain on School districts than,changes in tech-

nology r changes in price levels? A'econd and more basic questiOn is, ... . .

,
4s
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Changes in Dstriitt Decision Maker

Consumer Preferences
A
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Resource X
. Exhibit.8

Fiscal Strain from Externally .imposed

Changes in TechologY
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should all types of fiscal strain facing school districts be candidates for

state and federal financial assistance? We will attempt.to address these

0

wo questions in the'remainder of this paper.

MEASURING THE RELATIVE FISCAL STRAIN IMPOSED BY ENROLLMENT DECLINES, PRICE

LEVEL INCREASES, AND CHANGES'IN TECHNOLOGY

Little work has been done in education.to attempt to isolate the unique

10

effects of enrollments, prices, and technology on fiscal strain. We can

certainly make inferences on their combined,effects by. looking,for,'example,

at changes in per pupil and total, costs oVer long periods of time, by observing'

the continued decline in pupil-teacher ratios since the end-of viie 19th

Century, or by recording, changes in whata starting teacher makes over long

periods of time.. Despite these efforts we have had difficulty in disentagling

tb)e contributions to strain.

In an attempt to measure the'eftects'of each Of the three factors on

'fiscal_strAin, we have constructed the arguments below.

1f district expenditures at a. point in time (t) can b expressed as .a

function of enrollments (N) ,',price levels (P), and technology (T), then it

tr.

wou)d b possible to evaluate changes in district expenditures=between two

--------- points th time (say t-1 and t) as,a function of,changes'in'enrollments, price

p.-

levels, and technology.

likewise,

Et f(Nt + Pt +..Tt)

= f(N
tz.1

P
t-1

T
t-1

)

The change in expenditures/(D) between t-1 and-t which is attributable

to changes in enrollments can be4formulated as:
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Dm = f(Nt. + Pt-1 + Tt_1)

The change in expenditures (D) betWeen t-1 and't which is attributable

11

to changes in price levelscan be formulated as:

Dp
Pt Tt-1)

the, change in expenditures (D) between t-1 and t which is

attributable to chengei in technology can bp formulated as:
,.%

Di
T
=1(N + P + T )

t-1 t-1. t

The relative impact on fiscal strain, of enrollment decline's, price .

level increases, and changes in technology can then be ascertained by

comparing the relative sizes of Dm,'Dp, and DT: Data Were gathered from a

single school district for twovperiods in time (1976 and 1980). Enrollments

and pupil teacher ratios for the major-program for the two periods are listed

Of
in Table 1, Program expenditure information was. combined with staffing ratios

.

to develop eleven measures of technology (Table 2): As an example of how

technology was defined;,the first row entryNK Table 2 reads as follows:

For the K-6 program, a tote) of $5,990,000 was spent in ,1976.
For every 28.5 students tn'thiS program, $25,200 was spent. In_

1980, $8,016,000 was spent On this same program. For every 25.2
students, $35,300 was,spent.

By referring back to Table 1,. we know that 6772 students were served

in this program in 1976 in classes where the pupil teacher ratio was 28.5.

In 1980, 5830 students were served in this programjn classes where 'the pupil

o teacher ratio was 25.2. Similar price and technology factors were developed

for the Other major categoreis of expenditure of the school district.

Total expenditures. captured by this particular formulation were $27,457,000

in 1976 and $40,696,000 in 1986. Actual expenditures in the district were

higher by several million dollars in both periods, reflecting expenditures

for debt service, tuition, and fund transfejwhich had been excluded; The

14



Table.]

7:---......-

ENROLLMENT AND-STAFF DEPLOYMENT, 1976-1980

1976 1980

(Students Teachers Ratio I (Students Teachers Ratio

Enrollments K-6 6772 238' 28.5 5830 231 25.2

\

7 -8 2056 113
.

18.2 1914 105 18.3
---,

9712 4244 ' 227, 18.7 '4069 232 17.5

Special Education .% 141 -. 230
13,213.. ss. 127 47 ;_-_)---

...

Guidance 6,300 18 350.0 +I 6,983 19 315.0

Buildings

7-8

9 -12

9.

1976 1980

13 13

3 3

2 2

(

15
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Table .2

Price Levels and Technology- 1976-1980

1976Expenditures ($000's) 1980 Expenditures ($000's

Student
1 Total Per Unit 1 1 Total Per Unit

.

,

Determinants K-6 $5,990 $ 25.2/28.5 students $8,160 $ 35.3/25.2 students.

7-8 $2,632 $ 23.3/18.2 students $3,553 $ 33.8/18.3 students .

9-12 $5,677 $ 25.1/18.7 students $8,327. $ 35.9/17.5 studeqts

Guidance $ 533 $ 30.7/350 students $ 815 $ 4d.9/315 students

Special Education. $ 770 15.5/ students $1978 $ 8.6/ students
-sr

Transportation $1:241 $, 9.4/100 students $2,454 $ 20.4/100 students

School

Determinants K-6

7-8

9-12

Facilities

District Oration $3,225

Total $27,457

$2358 $4903/building

$ 676 $225.3/building

$1,945 . $648.3/building

$2,190 $109.5/facility

16

$3,5911

$ 761

$2828

$3,355

$4,871

$40,696

f

1376.5/building

$380.5/buildkng

$942.7/building

$16743/faci 1 ty

17 %.4
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.subsequent step in the analysis was to determine how mudh,influence each of the

three factors had on the increase between the $27.4 million In 1976 and the
4'

$40.6 million in 1980.

The effects.04.1Changes in enrollments on changes In total costs are

portrayed in Table 3. EnroilMents fd1980 were combined with .1976 technOlogy

and 1,276 prices, and total expenditures dropped from $27, 451, to $26',427.

eal per pupil expenditures increased from $2078 to $2194.)

he effects of changes in. price levels on changes in total costs are
',wee

portrayed in Table 4. Price levels in 1980 were combined with 1976 technology

and 1976 enrollments, and total expenditures rose frpm $27,457 to $38,487.

The effects of changes in technology on changes in total costs are portrayed

in Table 5. Technology existing in 1980 was combined Mth 1976 price levels

and 1976 enrollments. As a result total expenditure rose fiom $27,457 to

$30,404. Relative effects are summarized in Table 6.

Because both the theoretical framewb4'and the methodology of this study

are exploratory at this stage, genedralizations must of necessity be tenative.

The findings do, however, suggest several possibilities. First, the impact

'an fiscal-strain of)declining enrollments supports the outlook of the Com-

mission on Declining Enrollments of,Canada:

The main challenges facing the people who make decisions for our
education systeins do not come from declining enrollments, but from
the economic and public'finance conditions that characterize the
late 1910's and promise to be facts, of life, for some years to come.
These conditions make it difficult to-accomodate decreasing enroll-

me s, but they are also conditions that would have made it far,

mo difficult tcyaccomodate increasing enrollments.

Secon

strain.

Thir changes in technology account for a sizeable proportion of the

price level changeS are by far the greatest factor affecting fiscal

. fiscal s rain felt in'this district.

ee.



Table 3

EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN ENROLLMENTS ON

Student

TOTAL COSTS

1980 Enrollment
1976 Technology

1976-1980

1976 Rates
'($000's)

#
Costs

($000's

Determinants K-6 (5830/28.5) 205 $25.2 $5166

7-8 (1914/18.2) 106 $23.3 $2470

'9-,12 (4069/18.7) 218
.

$25.1 $5472

Guidance (5983/350) 18
\ $30.7 $ 553

Special Education 230 $ 5.5 $1265

Transportation 102.43 $ 9.4 $1132

School
Factors K-6 13 $196.8 $2258

7-8 2 $225.3 $ 451

9-12 _$648.3 $1945

Facilities 20 . 11109.5 $2190

District Operatiori $3225 $3225

19
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Student

Determination K-6

7-8

9-12

Guidahce.

Special Education

/Transport'ation
, .

School
Factors K-6

.

7-84

i 9 -12

Facilities

DisfriA Operations'
--,

\t'

20

Table 4

EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN PRICE LEVELS `-

ION TOTAL COSTS 1976-1980

1926 Rates

'($000's)

6

1980 Rates'@ 1.4 1976 Enrollments Cost

($000's) (1976 units) ($000's)

.$25.2 $35.3 238% $8401

$23.3 $32.6 113 $3684

A $25.1 $35.1 227 $7968

$30.7 $42.9 18 $ 777

$ 5.5 $ 7.7 141 $1086.

$ 9.4 $13.2 1'32.13 $1744

$196.8 '$275.5 13 $3582

\$255:3 $315.4 3 $ 946

'

$648.3 $901.6 3 $2723

$109.5 .$153.3. 20 .$3066

$3225 $4515 .
$45.15

0!--

$38,487

A
rt

a

w 2Q
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Student
-Determinants

S.

K-6 (6772/25.2)

7-8 (2056/18.3)

9-12 (4244/17.5)

Guidance (6300/315)

4

Special Education
AP,

Transportation

School

'Factors K-6

7 -8

-9-12

Facilities

District Operation

22

r

Table "5

EFFECTS OF CHANGEPITECHNOLQGY

ON TOTAL COSTS 1976-19864

1976 Enrol 1 Ments.:.

(1980 units),,

269

113 .

243

20,

141

132.13:

13

3 -

3

20

re-

1976 Cost
($000's)

1

$25.2 $6779

$24.1 $2723

$254. $6221

- $30.6 $4:612

4 $ 6,1 $ 830

9 $14:6: $1929
t .

$197.5 $2568

$271.8 f $ 815

" 1R5.4 $2020

$119.9 . $2398

$3479 $3479

$30,404
4P

7



Table 6
4 ,1

COMPARING THE'RELATIVE EFFECTS OF

ENROLLMENT, TECHNOLOGY, AND PRICE IEVEL CHANGES

1976-1980

ENROLLMENT 1976 1976, 1976 .1980 19801
.*.

TECHNOLOGY 1976 1976 1980 1976 1980

CE LEVEL 1976 1980 1976. 1976 1980

TOT L.COST .$27,457 $38,487 $30,404 $26,427 . $40,696

($000's)

'DEFERENCE '76
.($000's)

COMBINED EFFECTS
($000's)

MEASUREMENT ERROR
($000's)

f.

$11,030 $ 2;947 Wool $13,239

A

9

c

, $12,94,

$ 292
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What 4o these findings suggest for the manner in which school districts

are aided by state and federal levels of government? We think that one

consideration lies in being able to distinguish between "intended' and

"unintended" factors contributing to fiscal strain.

.

FISCAL STRAIN AS A COMPOSITE OF "INTENDED" AND "UNINTENDED" INDUCEMENTS

TO CHANGE CONSUMPTION PATTERNS IN SCHOPL DISTRI'CTS

Fiscal strain is caused by a combination of factors. Reductions
r-
in

volume drive up unit fixed costs and reduce total revenues. Increases in

the relative prices of some inputs will Cugse some substitution of that input

" for less expensive alternatives. Externally imposed changes in:technolagy

will, by definition, shift resources from preferred alternatives (absent of

exter al funding for the entire cost of tie change). In all cases the

budget constraint facing the district forces it to forego certain once

preferred school inputs, i.e., to "retrench."

As a consequence of widely held beliefs by many educatdrs, many of

these factors which contribute to fiscal strairrare also candidates for

financial assistance from state and federal governments to schotld tricts.

Many states are lc mpensating districts for losses in enrollments, increases in

energy costs, the incidence of children with special needs, density of °

population, sparsi ty of population, etc.

Although all of these factors have the common characteristic of not being

directly-controllable by district level decision-makers, they differ from

each other in the degree to which they are preferences of hlgher levels of

education decision-makers. State and'federal mandates for schools are

"purposeful ", i.e., they are designed to override the 'preference functions

Of local school districts. It is assumed that state* and federal oreferenCe

25
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V

functions (imposed on school districts in the form of laws and regulations)

will yield a'"greater good", whether they4deal with required ipstructional
\

.

programs, audit of pupil transportatjarl records, class size,and teacher
,

'certification requirements for special education, energy conservation, bid
.

laWs, or regulation on voting and elections, etc,

7...c These and other externally Imposed- mandates reflect deliberete attemkj.

e

within the stem of public educatiOn to "improve" public edLication, and are-

distinguishable from other factors over which Ideal school districts have no

direct, short-run control such as enrollmentchanges and price changes. For

bravity, we can label the deliberately imposed changes as "educationally

intended", and those not deliberately imposed as "educationally unintended."
,4 E

To,the extent that "educationally intended" factors actually shift

Igcal allocation decisions, state and feder21 education preferentes.will

.

over-ride local preferences. On this argument it is not ne.cessary to

assume that state and federal mandates are "better" only to assume that
-

they reflect the preferences of state and federal education deCision-makers.)

To the extent that "educationally unintended" factors shift local alloCa-
.

tion deciSion, neither state or local preferences predominate. To the

.extent this is so, fiscal strain at the school district level has-136th desire-

able and undesireable effects from the perspective of state and federal level.

.
. .

educational decision-makers as well aslocal decision-makers.--Forcing a local

school district to allocate more resources to economically and educationally
. k,.!.7 ..

disadvantaged students may be seen es a "greater goaNby state and federal

educational decision-makers. Because it forces distriWto allocate resources'
.

0 .

in, ways more preferred., by state and federal educational decision-makers, it

would not be seen as such by district level decision-makers. (Were i6ta
. -... -

preferred alternative disOict decision-makers would alreade allocating

C.
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re resources to such st4ents.) Similarly, state and federal edUcZcnal

decision-makers perceive a greater good in,requiring local districts to

limit class size for certain groups students. Again, if local deci,ion-qf
C

/makers agreed, they would already have limited class side prior to the

mandate. The shift is "intended."

Consider, on the other hand, educationally unintended forces,.....p.g.,

forces to allocate resources in less preferred ways due to price increases.

No educational detision-maker within the education system perceives a greater,

educational good In, for example, paying 30% more for fuel than the previous

year especially when those additional dollars Must be taken from more pre-

ferred uses. One could argue that not only are the preference functions of

local districts restricted hereby, but that the preference functions of state and

fe4oral educational decision- makers are restricted as well.

From the standpoint of local district decision-makers, the fiscal

effect of "eduationally intended" and "educationally unintended" factors

is identical. It matters not whether retrenchment is caused by externally

imposed mandates which change the technology of the district, by enrollment

declines, or byvprice changes. in.all instances, additional resources must t

be committed to some activities and withheld from others resulting in a

less desireable bundle of education services as perceived locall

Within this formulation of fiscal strain, the fiscal effrects of enrollment

decline are "educationally unintended." State and federal educationaldecision-

makers perceive thatno "greater good" is served by districts who lose

enrollments. Neither is a "greater good" served by districts which pay

more for utilities.

Alternatively, 'a "greater good"is perceived by state and federal

edueetional decision-makers to existby having school districts spend more

27
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on certain programs than the district currently spends. This is accomplished

by the enactment and enforcement of state and federal statutes.

To the extent that the unintended contributors of fiscal strain are

subsidized, neither local nor state and federal consumption preferences

are directly encouraged. How many more school buildings would have been

closed over the last decade if major fuel subsidies br enrollment loss

subsidies had notJbeen granted to school districts?
4

Aitern4p4iely, how much

more effectively would the intended cdntributors of filcal strain shifted

consumption patterns if they had been subsidized to a greater degrree?

Examples in the sample district include mandated and underfunded programs

related to the implementation of competency testing, Title IX;'special

. .

li

duration,, compensatory education, and career education.
..

_
4

changeschanges appear to be largely reflected in changes in 'chnology

whereas the unintended changes appear largely in the areas of price level

changes and enrollment changes. To the extent that unintended changes"cause

fiscal strain and are not subsidized, diltricts will adapt through changing

consumption patterns, consuming less of higher priced resources. State and''

federal educational decision- makers would prefer rapid response to the

unintended changes, because it permits districts to shift resources toward

the intended changes. But this is not the case.

In the-cas frthe sample district, enrollment declines (unintended

changes) are highly subsidized, while many intended changes are either not
. ,

subsidized or parti ally subsidized. The district has no incentive 'to retain

students, and has no incentive to shift consumption patterni to align with

intended changes beyond enforceable minimums.

F9r this reason, it appears. to us that current aid mechanisms may not

be serving the consumption preferences of either state,and. federal or
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school district educational decision-makers as well as they might aid

mechanisms tied more directly to intended changes would yield) greater

"consumer satisfaction" on the, part of educational' decision-rliakers at all

..te

levels, especially the state and federal level.
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